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Abstract
This paper discusses the way Sign Language can be described with a global account of the visual channel, not separating manual
articulators in any way. In a first section section it shows that non-manuals are often either ignored in favour of manual focus, or included
but given roles that are mostly different from the mainly hand-assigned lexical role. A second section describes the AZee model as a
tool to describe Sign Language productions without assuming any separation, neither between articulators nor between grammatical
roles. We conclude by giving a full AZee description for one of the several examples populating the paper.
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1. Unjustified hand focus
1.1. Why ignore articulators?
Pretty much since the beginning of its description, whether
naı¨ve or scientific, SL has been “a way to speak with the
hands”. Initiated with Be´bian (1825), established by Stokoe
(1960) and completed by Battison (1978), the idea of for-
mal Sign phonology through the description of manual pa-
rameters is still the most widely accepted way of describ-
ing signs. The number of technical projects involving SL,
whether for its synthesis with signing avatars or its recog-
nition with all sorts of devices (video tracking, Kinect,
gloves, ring/bracelet sensors), unquestionably regard man-
ual activity as the centre of all signed productions and the
key to any underlying structure.
The parametric model eventually integrated an additional
“facial expression” parameter, justified even by minimally
contrasting lexical pairs such as “skin” vs. “racist” in LSF.
But one must admit that it is usually discarded from lexicon
descriptions, and occurrences of facial expression change
over a lexical unit is often labelled grammatical or prosodic,
i.e. almost off the limits of linguistic description, while a
manual change in location, orientation or movement will
likely be syntactically analysed.
For example, we have recently published the result of an
LSF corpus study on event precedence and duration (Fil-
hol, 2013). In this study, all sequences of two events sep-
arated by a period longer than 10 days involved the form
photographed in fig. 1 and described as (r3) in the cited
paper. It is close to the sign glossed “until now” in LSF
picture dictionaries (fig. 2), at least in meaning but enough
in form also to be used in annotation tasks. However, all
occurrences in our study differ in the same way to what
the drawing in fig. 2 suggests: the movement is of the lin-
ear type (not accelerated/ballistic), the fingers wiggle, the
head rotates to the active hand’s side, the eyes blink just
before the gaze turns to the active side, the torso leans to
the opposite side, and the synchronisation of all these fea-
tures is consistent, etc. Why does no lexical description
include those features on the same level as the manual ges-
ture? Parametric descriptions do not even allow the torso
tilt, but what makes the feature less lexical then the manual
part, whereas we observe the former on every occurrence
of the latter?
Figure 1: Snapshot of a form used for periods lasting over
10 days
Figure 2: LSF picture dictionary images for “until now”
(left) and “party”/“national day” (right)
Sometimes observable movements can indeed be side ef-
fects of other relevant body gestures, but this does not gen-
eralise to, say, the eye blink or the head rotation in our
example. Conversely, parametric descriptions give a hand
orientation in the LSF sign for “party”/“national day” like
palms face to face or away from body, whereas all varia-
tions occur, the only constraints invariably observed being
the articulatory limits at the wrist. Also, should the coarse
“facial expression” parameter be used to account for a fa-
cial detail such as an eye blink?
With no intention of denying the obvious articulation of
hands in signed discourse, we do think the imbalance in
focus between their part and that of other gestures should
be questioned, manual preference not being justified and
leading to flawed observations.
1.2. Why assign roles to articulators?
Not all published work fully discards non-manuals. Dif-
ferent studies exist, and a lot of them conclude assigning
syntactic roles to observed articulators: manual placements
on the left-right axis for absolute time anchors vs. on the
sagittal axis for relative, eye gaze to switch between frozen
and depiction mode (Cuxac, 2000), eyebrows combined
with head tilts serve as interrogative markers (Baker-Shenk,
1985; Hickok et al., 1996), shoulder line rotation for re-
ported turn taking (Moody et al., 1986), wide eye opening
for the adverbial function of quantity (Verge´, 2001), etc.
In our study cited further up, all expressions of event du-
ration, if exceeding 10 days, were found (r4) to involve
the same form as fig. 1, including all articulations de-
scribed but with an additional non-manual feature of semi-
closed eyelids, which we note “el:semi-cl”. Using the cited
rule numbering system where (r2) is the chronological se-
quence, it is that only feature that differentiates the signed
sequence (event1, fig. 1 with duration, event2) between the
two meanings below:
• event1 and event2 are separated by the given duration:
r2(event1, r3(duration), event2);
• event1 is followed by event2 lasting the given dura-
tion: r2(event1, r4(duration, event2)).
When the time period is under 10 days, the differences be-
tween event separation time (r1) and event duration time
(r5) are:
• a change in manual activity—rule (r1) making use of
a dictionary sign glossed “immediately followed by,
your turn, consequence” whereas (r5) uses one glossed
“duration, to last”;
• (r1) uses eye gaze whereas (r5) does not;
• (r1) brings the chin forward whereas (r5) brings it up
a little;
• (r5) uses the el:semi-cl feature whereas (r1) does not.
The change in manual activity in the case of shorter pe-
riods will unquestionably lead the traditional approach to
call a lexical difference, optionally commenting on the non-
manual features. But the case of longer periods less triv-
ially allows overlooking the non-manual feature. Is the
whole form (fig. 1+el:semi-cl) a different lexical item to
fig. 1 alone, and to be glossed something like “during”?
Or should we assign el:semi-cl the grammatical role of,
say, denoting simultaneity of the period and the event to
be signed afterwards? Indeed both forms of duration vs.
separation use the same feature. Then what about the other
non-manuals involved in the latter?
Figure 3: Form diagram for periods between two time
boundaries, excl. enunciation time
Figure 4: Snapshot of a form used for periods between two
time boundaries, excl. enunciation time
What is more, we have furthered our study since the cited
publication, analysing the case of event durations defined
by two time boundaries, as would be in English with the
expression “from 1905 to 1914”. We have found the two
additional properties below:
• if the duration is disconnected from the present
(enunciation) time and however long it lasts, the form
is invariably that sketched in figure 3 (see picture in
fig. 4), where:
– event, d1 and d2 are the arguments denoting the
event and the start and end dates of the period,
respectively;
– “el:cl” stands for an eye blink;
– “sh:W>>S” is the ‘J’-shaped strong hand lateral
movement from weak to strong side;
– “bl:W>>S” is the body movement leaning from
weak to strong side, simultaneous to that of the
strong hand;
• if the starting boundary is the enunciation time, e.g.
“until Tuesday”, the form used is that of figure 5 (see
picture in fig. 6), where:
– event and until are the two arguments, one being
placed in either of two time positions;
– “eg:s-sp” stands for an eye gaze directed to the
signing space where the hands are placed;
– “sh” and “wh” respectively stand for the strong
and weak hands;
– “hd:rot-dwn” is a small head rotation bringing the
chin down.
Figure 5: Form diagram for periods between enunciation
time and a given time boundary
Figure 6: Snapshot of a form used for periods between
enunciation time and a given time boundary
The form of fig. 4 is generally glossed “until”, following
LSF dictionaries’ figure 7. Though, no occurrence actu-
ally carried the pictured form: all hand movements were
performed sidewards, and every occurrence had a body
movement along the manual one1. Typically, the change
of movement is explained with some form of agreement in
location, but in almost no case here could we really come
to accept any relevant start and end signing space points for
the movements. Besides, to our knowledge, no notice was
ever taken of the body movement in such case. It might be
argued to be the result of a co-articulation or a phonological
process ruling it out as unintentional, but we can only admit
that generally speaking very few lateral movements of the
hand enrol the body in this way. Incidentally, we note that
none of the last two forms use the el:semi-cl feature...
What we seem to observe is a propensity to explain man-
ual variations as syntactically driven modification to lexical
units, and non-manual additions as non-linguistic, optional
or pragmatic. Yet looking at corpus videos with the global
approach defended in the previous section, it appears likely
that a number of articulators participate in most grammat-
ical functions jointly, and there are non-manual features
found inseperable from dictionary units. So, neither deny-
ing the existence of lexical units in SL nor that hands play a
part therein, we do think there is an unjustified tendency to
partition the body into different grammatical roles, the pre-
dominant assumption and most deeply rooted idea being a
lexical track assigned to the hands.
1A few examples conforming to fig. 7 were found, but all of
them were followed by path end points, not time boundaries. We
find that result itself incidentally interesting: are both forms dif-
ferent lexical entries?
Figure 7: LSF picture dictionary image for “until”
Beyond the manual channel is of course the non-manual
channel, now fairly known to participate in the signed mes-
sage. Now the point of this paper is to propose that be-
yond the “manual + non-manual” view, there is yet a visual
channel as a whole, with no separation between articula-
tors. Non-manual articulators are articulators in the full
sense and should probably not all be grouped under a la-
bel and defined by what they are not (manual). Just like
ignored minorities claim a right to difference and, once vis-
ibility is earned, claim the right to indifference to feel fully
included in the system.
2. AZee
AZee is a model to describe and synchronise articulatory
forms, built with the philosophy above to synthesise signed
productions with a virtual signer, or signing avatar. It comes
in the wake of Zebedee, a model proposed a few years
prior to this work. Initially made for lexical description,
Zebedee:
• allowed writing reusable lexical forms including the
invariant forms and the contextual dependencies;
• was based on a synchronisation scheme inspired by
Liddell & Johnson’s description system of posture–
transition alternation (Johnson and Liddell, 2011), de-
veloped along the horizontal axis in figure 8;
• made exclusive use of necessary and sufficient articu-
latory constraints, i.e. no Stokoe-like parametric value
was mandatory, only the required articulations were to
be specified—vertical axis in the figure.
Especially with the last property above, Zebedee did away
with fixed parameters and allowed a flexible articulatory
description. However, we have seen that when studying all
articulators and all grammatical functions, many features
do not perfectly align in body postures but consistently pre-
cede or follow, say, a manual movement. Zebedee remained
limited in that respect because its focus was still on lexi-
cal description, therefore on stabilised, hence mostly time-
aligned movements.
To address this problem and gain more expressive power in
articulator synchronisation and non-lexical description, the
AZee extension was proposed, to:
Figure 8: Zebedee
• enable generic functional rules (whether or not lexi-
cal) and their associated forms, including invariant and
context-dependent specification;
• specify any articulation (whether or not manual) at any
time relative to another, for general specification on
the time axis.
The basic instruments of the model are a set of native types
and a set of typed operators and constants to build expres-
sions normally resulting in XML specifications of anima-
tions to synthesise with a software avatar engine. The full
set of types is : NUM, BOOL, VECT, POINT, LIST, SIDE,
BONE, CSTR, SCORE, AZOP. All are described below.
NUM Numerical values, such as 6.2 or -9.
BOOL Truth values, either TRUE or FALSE.
POINT Points of the signing space. As continued from
Zebedee, the signing space in AZee is regarded as a
geometric Euclidean space, in which geometric ob-
jects can be built as needed and body articulators con-
strained with.
VECT Vectors of the signing space.
LIST Lists of AZee expressions.
SIDE Left vs. right.
BONE Articulators animated by joint rotations, e.g. the
left forearm or the head.
CSTR Constraints that may apply at a point in time, of
three main types: bone orientation and placement (for-
ward/inverse kinematics), morphs (for non-skeleton
articulators like facial muscles), and eyegaze direc-
tion.
SCORE Animation specifications, normally the result of
an expression to be used as synthesis input. The only
type to cover time, CSTR being articulatory but in-
stantaneous. An XML description excerpt is given
in figure 9. It basically specifies a list time-stamped
keyframes in a first section, and a list of articulations
and morph values to be reached at given keyframes,
or held between given keyframes. The basic idea is
that any articulator not given a morph value or a joint
rotation may be interpolated to reach its next state, or
simply take a rest or comfort-selected position.
AZOP Equivalent to functions in functional programming
languages. They are to be applied to named argument
expressions and result in new expressions. They are
most useful to write production rules with non-frozen
signed output. For instance, while a shoulder shrug
gesture or some non-modifiable sign may be frozen
thus described as a SCORE directly, most grammatical
rules will be AZOPs with named arguments—such as
duration in most rules discussed in this paper—and
a SCORE output, whose expression depends on the
arguments.
Figure 9: An AZee output of type SCORE
Here is a selection of AZee operators of various argument
and result types, which should give an idea of a few things
possible with AZee.
plus: numerical sum
Type: NUM, NUM→ NUM
scalevect: vector scaling
Type: NUM, VECT→ VECT
orient: orientation constraint
Type: str, BONE, str, VECT→ CSTR
Articulatory constraint to orient skeleton bones in the
signing space. The first argument is either ‘DIR’ or
‘NRM’ depending on whether the bone axis to be ori-
ented is the direction bone (to make it point in a direc-
tion) or the normal bone (to lie it in a plane). The sec-
ond is usually ‘along’ to align the vector in the given
vector direction, but ‘//’ is possible to allow opposite
direction.
place: placement constraint
Type: site, POINT→ CSTR
Articulatory constraint placing a body site at a point
in space. The first parameter is a POINT expression,
but is not evaluated to 3d coordinates of the point. It
must be a body site expression, i.e. one referring to a
point on the skin, to be placed at the point given by the
second parameter.
morph: morph constraint
Type: str, NUM→ CSTR
Articulatory constraint to control non-skeletal articu-
lators such as facial muscles. Morphs have ID names,
and can be combined with weights. The first argu-
ment is the morph ID to be used; the second is its [0, 1]
weight.
key: hold constraints
Type: NUM, CSTR→ SCORE
This operation creates the most basic score. A “key(D,
C)” expression returns a score of duration D, made of
two animation keyframes between which the enclosed
constraint specs C will be held. D can be zero, and
C can hold any set of constraints: morphs, orientation
constraints, placement constraints...
sync: synchronise scores
Type: name, SCORE, list of (name, SCORE, sync-
type)→ SCORE
This operator is the major addition to the Zebedee
model, used to synchronise a list of scores. Each score
has a name, referred to by the other scores to specify
the way they synchronise with the others. A name can
be any identifier string; a synctype is a string from the
list below, followed by the appropriate boundaries or
durations:
• ‘start-at’, ‘end-at’: score is untouched and
merged starting or ending at a given time posi-
tion;
• ‘start/end’, ‘start/duration’: added score is
stretched or compressed to fit the specification;
• ‘start/kfalign’: score geometry is abandoned and
keyframes are aligned with those of the current
score...
azop: create an AZee operator
Type: list of (str, AZexpr), AZexpr→ AZOP
The result is an azop that can be applied to a con-
text of named argument expressions, which will pro-
duce a result typed according to the last AZexpr given.
This last expression generally contains references to
the argument names, as would any parametrised func-
tion in a programming language. Alternatively, the
‘nodefault’ string can be given if no default expression
makes sense; the argument then becomes mandatory
when applying the azop.
apply: apply an AZOP to a context
Type: AZOP, list of (str, AZexpr)→ returned by azop
The first argument is the azop to be applied. An azop
comes with a list of optional or mandatory named ar-
guments, which together form a context for the azop.
The return value and type are given by the azop spec-
ification. If the azop is a production rule, it will result
in a SCORE.
For example, the expression below describes the azop that
models the rule sketched in figure 5, with the event signed
first. Indentation denotes a parameter under its operator.
1. azop
2. ’event’ % argument dependency
3. ’nodefault’
4. ’until’ % dependency with default
5. empty
6. sync % synchronising 6 boxes
7. ’WH’ %% weak hand box
8. key
9. 1
10. place
11. site
12. ’L_KNl’
13. w
14. 1
15. [point expression]
16. [more constraints: hand cfg...]
17. ’EVT’ %% event box
18. ref
19. ’event’
20. ’end-at’
21. ’WH:0:-.3’
22. ’DATE’ %% time boundary box
23. ref
24. ’until’
25. ’start-at’
26. ’WH:-1:+.3’
27. ’HEAD’ %% head drop box
28. [describe head drop]
29. ’start/end’
30. ’WH:0:+.1’
31. ’WH:-1:-.4’
32. ’GAZE’ %% eye gaze box
33. look
34. site
35. ’PA’
36. w
37. ’start/end’
38. ’HEAD:0:+.1’
39. ’HEAD:-1:0’
40. ’SH’ %% strong hand box
41. [strong hand movement]
42. ’start/end’
43. ’WH:0:+.3’
44. ’WH:-1:0’
Lines 2–5 are declarations of the azop’s arguments or con-
textual dependencies, including their names and default ex-
pression if absent on azop application, e.g. on l. 5 where
‘until’ is given a default empty score value. Lines 7, 17,
22, 27, 32 and 40 each names a part of the full signing ac-
tivity, all to be synchronised by the sync operation. The
word “box” here is a reference to the rectangles in the illus-
trations given in figures 3 and 5. Lines 20, 25, 29, 37 and
42 are sync types, i.e. specify the way in which the con-
taining box is to be synchronised with the previous ones.
All ‘box:kf :off ’ formatted strings are relative time speci-
fications, creating a new keyframe for insertion if none is
present at the specified time stamp. In such string, kf is
the keyframe number of the identified box, from which to
off set the time stamp. The same way values are indexed
in Python lists, keyframe numbers are numbered 0 and up
from the first to the last, and -1 and down from the last to
the first. Line 39 refers to the final keyframe of the score
contained in box HEAD; line 43 specifies a positive offset
of .3 from the beginning of box WH.
This azop can be saved under the reference "Event
will last from now until" and stored as a pro-
duction rule capable of turning any (my event, my date)
pair of scores into a resulting score, combining all boxed
features and meaning that my event will last from now un-
til my date. The expression for it is a simple application of
the azop with both of its arguments set:
apply
ref
’"Event will last from now until"’
’event’
[my_event score here]
’until’
[my_date score here]
The interesting and new thing about this model is that the
sync operation works with any set of scores and any con-
tained articulation specification, except for anatomically
impossible constraints. Nothing has enforced us to ani-
mate the hands, and no lexical base stream was needed for
description. Evaluating this expression produces an XML
specification of joint and morph articulations, as presented
in figure 9, to be animated directly. Overall, this means we
produce animations directly from semantically relevant rule
entries and their contextual arguments.
3. Conclusion
This paper has discussed the fact that non-manual articula-
tors were often either overlooked or segregated from man-
ual activity in signing. Firstly, we have not only proposed
that they be considered along with manual articulators, but
even that all articulators be equal candidates for carrying
meaning in SL productions. Secondly, we have made a
case against SL articulator role assignment (i.e. projecting
grammatical or syntactic functions to specific articulators),
and against the assumption that hands would exclusively
carry the lexical role. We propose that instead, all articula-
tors be considered together at every moment, and we have
shown that with this approach, articulators often seem to
behave jointly for the linguistic functions that surfaced.
Then, to describe the observed signed activity with this rec-
ommended philosophy, we have presented the AZee model,
extension of its ancestor Zebedee. It is capable of describ-
ing SL production rules as well as SL productions. That is,
by parametrising description elements, AZee can describe
generic and context-sensitive rules associating the signed
forms to an established SL function, be it lexical or virtu-
ally anything else.
One purpose of AZee is to provide a grammar description
model covering all SL features, but the aim of our work is
ultimately to synthesise the formal descriptions it enables
with virtual signers. The first prototype was built and pre-
sented recently (Braffort et al., 2013) through a website in-
terface, and will be improved as we go along searching for
new production rules.
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